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Letter 282
The Fall of Angel Chrioni
2014-10-10
Dear Dan,
In the early days of my getting to know angel Gabe, he used to tell me things when I would
be at work vacuuming and stuff, like he still does, although lately angel Gabriel has had
more to say than Gabe.
One of the things that Gabe would say to me was in reference to the book Angels On
Assignment.
In that book, an angel by the name of Chrioni is mentioned. Because of the uniqueness of
that name, I would remember it during some my talks with Gabe, and as soon as Chrioni’s
name would come to my mind, angel Gabe would tell me that he had rebelled and joined
with Satan. Of course I took him to mean that this occurred after Angels On Assignment had
been published.
I think it was some time afterward that angel Jesse rebelled. When that happened, I
remembered the discussions Gabe and I had about Chrioni. In a crass sort of way, Jesse’s
rebellion and subsequent outcast into Satan’s camp conNirmed and corroborated to me
what Gabe had said about Chrioni.
Now that angel Gabriel has been with us for some time now, he too would mention Chrioni,
and conNirmed what Gabe had been saying all along.
As I thought about this and even did a little research, I actually found a clue in Scripture
that seems to provide even more conNirmation.
In order to set this up, please allow me to put forth quotes from the AOA book.
“There are many beautiful passages throughout the Bible that relate stories of angels. Because
Chrioni had been a part of many of these events, he told me some of these stories, and it made
them come alive!

"

In Joshua 5:13,14, the children of Israel had just crossed over the Jordan and were ready to
invade the Promised Land. Joshua went out and saw a man with a sword in his hand and
asked him if he was for the Israelites or for their adversaries.

"

Because someone asked me if this scripture was referring to Jesus as an angel, I asked Chrioni
and he said it was not, because he (Chrioni) was there as the captain of the host of the Lord.
When Joshua fell on his face to worship, Chrioni told him to take off his shoes; "for the
place whereon you stand is holy" (Joshua 5:15). This is the identical thing the angel of the Lord
said to Moses from the burning bush! (Exodus 3:4-5).” Chapter 13 Angels On Assignment
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I want to juxtapose what Chrioni is reported to have said to Joshua that with what angel
Gabe said to John in the Book Of Revelation;
8Now I, John, saw and heard these things. And when I heard and saw, I fell down to
worship before the feet of the angel who showed me these things.
9Then he said to me,

"

“See that you do not do that.

For I am your fellow servant, and of your brethren the prophets, and of those who keep the
words of this book.

"
Worship God.”
"

Both Joshua and John wanted to worship the angels in front of them. Both were given a
Word from their respective angels.
There is a marked difference in what was spoken, and how. All angel Chrioni said to Joshua
was “take off your shoes” when Joshua fell on his face.
Angel Gabe said “do not do that”, both preventing and correcting John, and pointed him to
true worship, that is to God alone.
Angels Gabe and Gabriella have proven to be true to God and to me. Even though I used to
want to kick Gabe’s ass from time to time, I also trust him and Gabriella, and Maiah, and
Mark and Luke with my life. And now I can do the same with angel Gabriel. And as I edit
this letter, I can testify to routine, weekly and almost daily, events in my life that continue to
prove their faithfulness.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
P. S. Contrary to what one hears from the pulpit these days, there is no such thing as “the fall
of Man”.

"

Men DIE. Angels FALL.

According to Scripture, Adam, and all of mankind through him, did not fall. We DIED. The
preachers should teach rather of “the death of Man”. The preachers are themselves
deceived, and by so teaching, deceive others.
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